
 

17, Jalan Selangor,  

Seksyen 6,  

46000 Petaling Jaya,  

Selangor       iemyoungengineerssection@gmail.com 

Letter of Invitation for IEM YES STEM DAY-Short Video Competition 

Dear Sir/Madam,  

 On behalf of the Institution of Engineers, Malaysia - Young Engineers Section, we are 

inviting your organization or school to join our IEM YES STEM Day. This event consists of 

competition, webinars, forum, sharing session from graduate engineers and interactions 

activities which target secondary school and tertiary school students. We aim to engage 

students and provide critical learning skill, problem solving, innovative and creative skills that 

are beyond the knowledge from school. The theme of event is the “Key to the Future”, STEM 

education stands for Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics. Human’s technology 

has been growing exponentially throughout these few days as the knowledge of human being 

is broadly explored and employed in our real-life application. Hence, young and future 

engineers should take up this duty to ensure that our future that beyond our imagination can be 

achieved.  

We are writing this letter to invite your students to join our short video competition. 

They will be given a topic where required them to present the solution through a 3 to 5 minutes 

short video. The main objective of this competition is to test their engineering and sustainable 

knowledge on solving the crisis in the future. At the meantime, we also realise engineering 

students should not be focusing on technical where their innovatively and creativity is 

important as the new era is emerging. We hope your organization/school can share these 

activities among the students.  

Besides, we will also have webinars, forum, sharing session and interaction games 

which they can learn and have fun in our event. Please revert if your organization/school is 

interested in joining our events. We will forward the zoom meeting link once we arrange all 

the information.  



 If you’d like to have more information on the upcoming event, please share our social 

media among your student (https://www.facebook.com/iemyeskl). Please email us if you need 

further explanation on our event.  

 

Sincerely, 

Chuah Pei Lim and the STEM DAY Committees 

IEM YES HQ  

 

 


